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Market Outlook

We expect the Japanese stock market will not hit a year-to-date high in May. Stock markets have

lost ground since late April amid fears about an increase in new coronavirus cases and worries

that earnings forecasts of domestic companies will fall below the market consensus. That said, we

still expect stock prices to turn up in the latter half of the month. Highly valued growth stocks are

likely to lose steam while value stocks with low forward PERs are bound to perform well.

According to earnings results for the FY2020 released by domestic companies so far, earnings

rebounded sharply in the latter half of the FY. While growth stocks that enjoyed stock price rallies

in 2020 tend to fall back after the earnings announcements because their strong earnings had

already been priced in, earnings of value stocks in sectors such as automobiles, steel &

nonferrous metals and petrochemicals that suffered stock price declines in the first half of 2020

have been rapidly improving since the latter half of the FY2020 with their stock prices bottoming

out accordingly. Value stocks are expected to achieve further earnings improvements in the first

half of the FY2021 given ongoing recoveries in production volumes and product prices. They

should outpace growth stocks by far in the pace of earnings improvement which should in turn

boost their stock prices.

While we are still worried about an increase in new coronavirus cases in Asia including Japan,

investors are likely to shift their attention from the number of coronavirus cases to the future

economic recovery with the spread of vaccination programs. We hope the market will begin to

price in economic recoveries as well as earnings recoveries from the latter half of May.

Notes:

Above names are for illustrative purposes and SMDAM is not recommending or advising these

stocks.

Overweight sectors (largest shown first): Underweight sectors (largest shown first):

Information Technology Industrials

Materials Consumer Staples

Financials Real Estate

We remain overweight in IT, materials and financials, while maintaining underweight positions in
industrials and consumer staples. We will increase the weights of stocks whose earnings
forecasts are strong but forward PERs are low.

Investment Strategy

Sectors shown are TOPIX 17 industries
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